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Abstract—The Network-on-Chip (NoC) meshes are limited by
the reliability constraint, which impels us to exploit the faulttolerant routing. Particularly, one of the main design issues
is minimizing the loss of non-faulty routers at the presence
of faults. To address that problem, we propose a new faulttolerant routing, which has the following two distinct advantages:
First, it keeps a network deadlock-free by utilizing restricted
intermediate nodes rather than adding virtual channels (VC).
This characteristic leads to an area-efficient router. Second, in
the proposed routing algorithm, the rounds of DOR are not
limited by the number of VC’s anymore. As a consequence, the
number of sacrificed non-faulty routers is significantly reduced.
We demonstrate above advantages through extensive simulations.
The experimental results show that under the limitation of VC’s,
the proposed routing algorithm always sacrifices the minimal
number of non-faulty routers compared to previous solutions.

any two routers, and disables at least one router for each
unreachable pair. Hence, all left routers are guaranteed to be
connected. Unlike the non-faulty router included into the faulty
regions [4], the router sacrificed by IBR could be utilized
to forward but not to send and receive packets. To avoid
deadlock, Ho and Stockmeyer [10] assign each routing round
with a separate VC. Hence, for a n-round routing, n VC’s are
required.
Gómez et.al. [13] also proposed a multiple round routing,
where a fully adaptive routing is adopted in each round. To
avoid deadlock, a separate escape VC is assigned to each
routing around. Hence, for a n-round routing, n + 1 VC’s
are required.
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B. Faulty Region Based Fault-Tolerant Routing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network-on-Chip (NoC) Meshes offer an on-chip communication structure for its regularity and high bandwidth [1].
Furthermore, with the improvement of VLSI technology, a
fault-tolerant routing algorithm is desirable for meeting the
20%-30% router failures estimated by Furber [2].
Generally, the main design issues of fault-tolerant routing
include but not limit to: 1) reducing the sacrificed routers,
2) reducing the requirement of VC’s. Reducing the sacrificed
routers indicates that more functional cores are left for computing. Reducing the requirement of VC’s, on other hand, leads
to an area-efficient NoC router.
In general, there is a tradeoff between the above two
objectives. For example, to reduce more sacrificed routers,
more VC’s are required by previous solutions [3] [4] [6] [10]
[13] [17]. In the following, we review the previous solutions
and also discuss the above tradeoff.
A. Intermediate Node Based Fault-Tolerant Routing
To route around failed routers, intermediate node based
routing (IBR) first routes packets to several intermediate
nodes, and then to the destination in a pipelined manner or
not [10] [13].
Multiple round DOR (MR-DOR) [10] routing is a special case of IBR, in which DOR is implemented in each
routing round. Given a number of intermediate nodes, Ho
and Stockmeyer [10] first analyze the connectivity between

Faulty region is proposed to facilitate routing packets around
failed routers. According to its different shapes, faulty region
could be categorized into convex and concave regions [3] [4].
A faulty region P is convex iff any line segment is entirely
in region P if its two ends lie in P , otherwise it’s a concave
region. In particular, if we ask the line segment to be horizontal
or vertical, P is named as orthogonal convex.
Rectangular block faulty region is a typical convex region,
and is commonly used in fault-tolerant routing [6] [7] [8]. Its
simplicity and regularity facilitate routing with relatively few
virtual channels, but it sacrifices too many non-faulty routers
for constructing the faulty region.
To reduce the sacrificed routers, rectangular block faulty
region is relaxed to orthogonal convex faulty region [4]. The
new faulty region reduces the sacrificed routers to a very low
level, but its relatively complex shape requires more VC’s
to avoid deadlock [5] [9] [17]. Furthermore, although the
sacrificed routers have been reduced, the problem still exists.
Except orthogonal convex region, minimal-connectedcomponent (MCC) faulty region is also widely adopted by
researchers to design fault-tolerant routing [15] [16]. However,
Wu [4] has already proved that MCC faulty region sacrifices
more non-faulty routers compared to the orthogonal convex
faulty region, so we omit the discussion about MCC in this
paper.
C. Our Contributions
In this work, we proposed a new multiple round DOR
(NMR-DOR) routing. Unlike [10] [13], proposed routing

avoids deadlock by utilizing restricted intermediate nodes
instead of adding VC’s. The restricted, namely turn legally,
intermediate nodes are selected under the direction of a turn
model [11], so that inserting them doesn’t introduce a deadlock. Hence, with a fixed number of VC’s, proposed routing
runs much more rounds of DOR than previous solutions [10]
[13]. Therefore, more faults could be tolerated and fewer
routers are sacrificed. We summarize our contributions in the
following:
1) We proposed an area-efficient fault-tolerant routing by
utilizing turn-legally intermediate nodes.
2) In the proposed NMR-DOR, the number of sacrificed
routers is significantly reduced by running more rounds
of DOR than previous solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. II shows
the proposed routing in detail; Sec. III shows the simulations
results; Sec. IV discusses the proposed technique; Sec. V
concludes this work.
II. THE NEW MULTIPLE ROUND DOR ROUTING
In this section, we will show the main ideas of the proposed
NMR-DOR, and give an algorithm to determine how many
non-faulty routers should be sacrificed with given failed nodes.
Before discussion, we should note that the proposed algorithm is based on the global information about node failures
as in [10]. This assumption is reasonable since our algorithm
is part of the recovery process when node failure is detected
and system is rolled back to a previous check point. Besides,
we use the terms, router and node, interchangeably in the
following of this paper.

still deadlock free. The reason is that there is no turn forbidden
by west-first routing existed in the original network, and no
forbidden turn is introduced by the new intermediate node.
Now, we assume the network with i turn legally intermediate
nodes is deadlock free, so that the network with i + 1 turn
legally intermediate nodes is deadlock free too. The reason
is that inserting one turn legally intermediate node into a
deadlock free network doesn’t introduce a deadlock. To Sum
up, NMR-DOR is deadlock free.
B. Finding Turn Legally Intermediate Nodes
In general, finding a turn legally intermediate node is partially dependent on the adopted turn model. For example, the
SW turn is forbidden by the west-first routing, but is allowed
by the negative-first and north-last routing [11]. Therefore, the
first step of the proposed technique is to determine which turn
model is adopted. We summarize the rule as:
• In NMR-DOR, the adopted turn model doesn’t forbid any
turn taken by the DOR routing.
The above rule is straightforward, which means that any
allowable turn of DOR should also be allowed by the adopted
turn model. Thus, integrating them doesn’t introduce any
cycle. There is a counter-example shown in Fig. 1, DOR is
assumed as xy routing, and negative-first is adopted as the
turn model. According to Fig. 1, xy routing allows the turn
ES, which is forbidden by negative-first routing. Therefore,
if we incorporate them, a clockwise abstract cycle is formed
as shown in Fig. 1.

A. The NMR-DOR
In NMR-DOR, a node I is an intermediate node between
S and D iff it meets the following three conditions:
• I is reachable from S using DOR,
• I could reach D using DOR,
• the turns made by the adjacent two round DOR on node
I (and the proceeding node if more than one intermediate
node is inserted) should be allowed by the adopted turn
model.
Particularly, this kind of node is named as turn legally intermediate node. Mathematically, if the set of nodes which are
reachable from S is represented as τS , the set of nodes which
could reach D is represented as τD , and the set of all turn
legally intermediate nodes is represented as τL , then the set
of all possible intermediate nodes τI is represented as:
τI = τS ∩ τD ∩ τL .

(1)

With the above equation, NMR-DOR is guaranteed to be
deadlock free, and we prove it as the following theorem:
Theorem 1: NMR-DOR is deadlock free.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume west-first
routing is adopted as the turn model. If no intermediate node
is inserted, the original DOR network is deadlock free. First,
if one turn legally intermediate node is inserted, the network is

XY routing

Fig. 1.

negative‐first

Example of a wrong turn model.

Given the DOR and adopted turn model, whether an intermediate node is turn legally is determined by the relative
position between nodes S, I and D. As shown in Fig. 2, if
node I is selected, 2-round DOR makes a SE turn on it.
According to west-first routing, SE is an allowable turn, so
node I is said turn legally. If node F is selected, however, a
forbidden turn SW is introduced. Hence, node F is not a turn
legally intermediate node.
There is no need to check the turns taken on node S and
D since the turns from/to local core are always allowed by
turn model. However, if more intermediate nodes are inserted,
inserting a new intermediate node also incurs a turn on the
proceeding node, and that turn also should be checked. As
shown in Fig. 3, if we insert node I, as the second intermediate
node, between P and D, two turns are incurred. The first one
happens on node P , which is an SE turn, and the second
one happens on node I, which is an SE turn too. According

S

I
D

F

turn legally

west‐first
turn illegally

Fig. 2.
Example of turn legally and turn illegally intermediate nodes:
DOR is assumed as xy routing, west-first is adopted as the turn model.
S represents source node, D represents destination node, I represents turn
legally intermediate node and F represents turn illegally intermediate node.

to west-first routing, SE turn is legal, so that node I is
viewed as turn legally. However, if node F is inserted as the
second intermediate node between P and D, although the turn
happens on node F is legal, node F is still viewed as turn
illegally since the turn happens on node P , which is an SW
turn, is a forbidden turn.
S
P
I
D

F

west‐first

Fig. 3. Example of inserting more intermediate nodes: DOR is assumed as
xy routing, west-first is adopted as the turn model. S represents source node,
D represents destination node, I represents turn legally intermediate node
and F represents turn illegally intermediate node, and P is their previous
intermediate node.

By analyzing all possible relative positions between S, I
and D, we summarize all possible turn legally intermediate
nodes for DOR in Table I [14]. As shown in Table I, x and
y denote the coordinates of turn legally intermediate node in
x- and y-dimension respectively. Similarly, xS , yS , xD and yD
are the coordinates of nodes S and D, and nx and ny are the
width of network in x- and y-dimension respectively. For each
node pair (i, j), as shown in eq. 2, we utilize a N -length T vector to represent the results of Table I, where N is network
size.

Ti,j (t) =



1,

node t is turn legally or t ∈ {i, j};



0,

otherwise.

(2)

As discussed above, if more than one intermediate node is
inserted, determining whether a node is turn legally is partially
determined by which node is the proceeding, and this requires
the connectivity information between nodes. Thus, we will
discuss it in the following.
C. Finding Sacrificed Routers
Two nodes are connected iff there is at least one path
between them is not blocked by any faulty node, and we

name them as a reachable pair. Otherwise, they are defined
as unreachable pair. Hence, a network is fully connected iff
no unreachable pair existed. To remove all unreachable pairs,
at least one node of each pair should be disabled (sacrificed).
Now, we show the method to find all unreachable pairs, which
is equivalent with finding reachable ones.
If the maximal number of intermediate nodes is zero, NMRDOR is reduced to be DOR. Determining whether two nodes
are connected in DOR at the presence of failures is easy. It
only requires us to check if there is any faulty node lies in the
xy path between them. As shown in eq. 3, we use a N ∗ N
matrix R, to represent the connectivity between nodes under
DOR routing, where F refers to the faults set.

0, ∃ f, where f ∈ F and




(fx = jx and min{iy , jy } ≤ fy ≤ max{iy , jy })or
Ri,j =

(fy = iy and min{ix , jx } ≤ fx ≤ max{ix , jx }),



1, otherwise.
(3)
If the maximal number is one, which means that NMR-DOR
could route packet first to a turn legally intermediate node. In
this situation, NMR-DOR is a 2-round DOR, and we extend
(2)
the connectivity matrix to be R(2) , where Ri,j = 1 indicates
that there is a turn legally intermediate node, through which
i could reach j. Mathematically, we calculate R(2) as shown
in eq. 4.
(2)
Ri,j = (Ri,∗ ∩ Ti,j ) × R∗,j
(4)
Let us reconsider the definition of Ti,j shown in eq.2, R
shown in eq.3, and the three conditions of the turn legally
intermediate node discussed in Sec. II-A. The eq. 4 is reasonable since the right side of eq.4 indicates that there is a node
t, where
• node t is reachable from i (Ri,t = 1),
• node t is a turn legally intermediate node for i and j
(Ti,j (t) = 1),
• node t could reach j (Rt,j = 1).
Hence, (Ri,∗ ∩ Ti,j ) × R∗,j = 1 means that node i could reach
j through at most one turn legally intermediate node.
Now, we consider the situation when the maximal number
of intermediate nodes is two. Without loss of generality, we
assume the first turn legally intermediate node is p, and the
second intermediate node is t. Node t is turn legally iff it
meets the following four conditions:
• node k is reachable from i (Ri,k = 1),
• node k is a turn legally intermediate node for i and t
(Ti,t (k) = 1),
• node k could reach t (Rk,t = 1),
• node t is a turn legally intermediate node for k and j
(Tk,j (t) = 1),
Where, the first three conditions guarantee that node t could be
reached from node i through a turn legally intermediate node,
say node p. This indicates that inserting node t as the second
intermediate node introduces a legal turn on its proceeding
intermediate node. Furthermore, the last condition guarantees

TABLE I
E XAMPLE OF TURN LEGALLY I NTERMEDIATE N ODES IN 2D M ESHES .
DOR
XY routing
XY routing
YX routing
YX routing

Turn Model
West-first
North-last
South-first
East-last

Turn legally intermediate nodes
{(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ xD , 0 ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}
{(x, y)|0 ≤ x < (nx − 1), yS ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}
{(x, y)|0 ≤ x < (nx − 1), yD < y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}
{(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ xS , 0 ≤ y ≤ (ny − 1), x and y are integers}

that the incurred turn on node t is legal. According to the three
conditions of the turn legally intermediate node discussed in
Sec. II-A, node t is a turn legally second intermediate node.
(2)
Mathematically, we extend Ti,j to be Ti,j as shown in eq. 5.
(2)

Ti,j =

N
[

Ri,k · Ti,t (k) · Rk,t · Tk,j (t)

(5)

(2)
Ti,j ,

With vector
the connectivity matrix for 3-round DOR,
(3)
Ri,j shown in eq.6, could be calculated in the similar way as
(2)
(2)
(2)
Ri,j . Note that Ti,j (t) = 1 implies that Ri,t = 1 according
(2)
to eq. 5. The reason of that we also include Ri,∗ into eq. 6 is
to keep compatible with eq. 4.
(3)

(2)

(2)

Ri,j = (Ri,∗ ∩ Ti,j ) × R∗,j

(6)

In the following, we first generalize the T -vector to the
situation that n turn legally intermediate nodes are utilized,
and then generalize the R-matrix to the situation that n-round
DOR is implemented (n-1 intermediate nodes). As in the way
(n)
utilized to generate eq. 5, Ti,j is shown in eq. 7. Similarly,
(n)
as in the way utilized to generate eq. 6, Ri,j is cacluated as
shown in eq. 8. The proofs are similar with that discussed
above, and are omitted due to space limitation.
(n)

N
[

(n−1)

Ri,k

(n−1)

· Ti,t

(k) · Rk,t · Tk,j (t)

(7)

k=1
(n)

1
1
1

k=1

Ti,j (t) =

2

3

(n−1)

Ri,j = (Ri,∗

(n−1)

∩ Ti,j

) × R∗,j

(8)

With the n-round connectivity matrix R(n) , a node pair
(n)
(i,j) is unreachable iff Ri,j = 0. By now, the problem of
finding sacrificed routers could be mapped to a WVC-problem
[10]. Considering a weighted graph, as shown in Fig. 4, node
represents the router, edge connects each unreachable pair,
and node’s weight denotes how many unreachable pairs it
belongs to. Therefore, finding sacrificed routers is equivalent
with finding minimal number of nodes, removing which all
edges disappear from the graph. There are several mature
algorithms to solve the WVC-problem, and we adopt the one
proposed in [10]. The algorithm’s detail is omitted.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compared our solution with the MRDOR in [10], and faulty-region solutions in [3] [4] in terms
of average, maximal number of sacrificed routers, under the
limitation of various number of VC’s for 4x4 and 8x8 mesh

Fig. 4. Unreachable node graph: each line connects an unreachable pair;
weight is represented by the labeled number.

networks respectively. These average and maximal results
are got from over 1’000 simulations for different fault distributions. In these simulations, NMR-DOR adopts northlast routing as the turn model, and utilizes one turn legally
intermediate node in all VC’s provided.
With the limitation of one VC, we only compared our
results with that of DOR since MR-DOR doesn’t work in
this situation [10], and faulty-region solutions either only
tolerate one faulty block [8] or put much limitations on faulty
regions, such as [5] requires the faulty region to be at least
two hops away from network vertical boundaries. As shown
in Fig. 5, using one turn legally intermediate node, NMRDOR dramatically reduces the number of sacrificed routers
compared to DOR. Specially, the results of NMR-DOR are
attractive if low faulty rate is assumed. With the increasing of
faulty rate, sacrificed routers increase very fast. The reason is
that the number of available turn legally intermediate nodes is
limited by the adopted turn model. This problem could be well
alleviated by adding one VC as shown in the next simulation.
With the limitation of two VC’s, we compared our results
with that of MR-DOR, and rectangular block and orthogonal
convex faulty region solutions. Note that the connectivity matrix using two VC’s is got by multiplying the two connectivity
matrixes in each VC. The average number of sacrificed routers
is shown in Fig. 6. If only one failed router is assumed, all
solutions could tolerate it, and no router is sacrificed. With
the increasing of faulty routers, sacrificed routers, in MRDOR and rectangular faulty region solutions, increase quickly.
Compared to them, NMR-DOR and the solution based on
orthogonal faulty regions have much better results. Specially,
NMR-DOR is superior to others, and never sacrifices more
than one router averagely in all situations. The average results
of orthogonal faulty region solution are also attractive, but its
worst case performance is much worse than NMR-DOR, as
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and can’t be saved even arbitrary number of VC’s are provided.

Next, we discuss the question that whether NMR-DOR
could get better performance if more VC’s are provided. We
compared the number of sacrificed routers in average between
NMR-DOR using two VC’s and that using three VC’s for a
16x16 mesh. The results are shown in Fig. III, and tell us that
NMR-DOR, with two VC’s, gets good enough results which
couldn’t be further improved by using more VC’s at most
times. The reason is that most of the routers sacrificed by
NMR-DOR, with two VC’s, are surrounded by faulty routers

We summarize simulation results as that NMR-DOR could
get promised results without adding any VC when low faulty
rate is assumed, and if tolerating large number of failed routers
is expected, two VC’s at most are required. Besides, compared
to other solutions, NMR-DOR sacrifices minimal non-faulty
routers when same number of VC’s is provided.
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